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BY IUFECTION' .

I.
A.

Introduction .

Historical.
ITot only for the purpose of Eaining a clearer

understanding of a disease especially in rerard to
pathology, diagnosis, prognosis, and the rationale of
present day treatr1ent resultinc; from various modes of
therapy used at different periods of time, but also for
the sake of satisfying one's own curiosity concerninc
medicine of the past, in general, and of the disease,
in particular, a study of the history of that particular disease entity is of invaluable aid to the student .
For these reasons a very brief resume of the history of
diabetes is appropriate .
1.

Antiquity.
There is no doubt of the antiquity of the

disease, for in the Ebers' papyrus, which is an Egyptian
medical compilation long antedating the birth of :,roses,
there is mentioned the symptom of polyuriG. •

Thouch

diabetes was not clearly recognized and described until
relatively late in the history of the human race, it
cannot be justifiably assumed that the condition was an
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infrequent~ffliction of the ancients .

The reason for

this tardiness of description can be found in the coarse
or crude methods employed to diagnose diabetes which
would of necessity cause the investieator, on the one
hand, to miss the reco 6 nition of mild cases of diabetes
and, on the other hand , to confuse the severe c ases with
tuberculosis, nephritis, and such other wasting diseases.
The complications of the condition, li kewise, abetted
the obscuration of the true state of affairs .
Strange ly enough Hippocrates (C . 460 - 377 B.C.)
made no mention of any condition easily recoGnizable as
diabetes, e,nd not until the hei vh t of the :"i.oman domina tion was any recor.ni tion of diBbetes recorded .

Thus, in

the first century was ment ion made of the three c ardi nal
symptoms, namely, polyphagia, polydipsia, and polyuria.
It was Aulus Cornelius Celsus (30 B .C.-50 A.D . ) who was
first to give a description of diabetes.

It is interest-

ing to note that the abundance of urine led this observer
into error in stating that the output was in excess of
the intake.

The recognition of the disease was so new at

this ti me that Celsus even i g nored naming it.

This was

left for Aretaeus (30 A. D .-90 A. D.) of Cappadocia to do .
He was the second to describe the condi tion and , at the
same time, to give it tqe name

d1o< (311 np

derived from
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Greek roots , ,_;.

meaning throuLh; and r9oe.,'ic\V, a

verb, meaning to run.
Galen (131 A.D.) in Rome was the first
to ascribe diabetes as due to a weakness of the
kidneys.

He allowed himself to go so far as to

state that the urine was the unchang ed drink, an
error that was to endure for fifteen hundred years.
Uot until the sixth century was any mention made of the sweetness of the diabetic urine.
This was then noticed by Ayur Veda of Susruta in
India.

The demonstration that sweetness was due to

glucose was made by Chevreul in 1815.
2.

Causation .
s far as causation is concerned, Cawley

in 1788 was the first to perceive pancreatic
patholo gy , but not until Mehring and liinkowski
( 1889-1890) accidenta.lly produced dfr.b etes by
pancreatectomy in laboratory animals was there proof
of the pancr ea tic disturbances causing diabetes .
Opie and Ssobolew (1900-1901) soon after the turn of
the century, demonstrated for the first time pathology
in the Islands of Lange rhan, thereby ori c inating the
insular hypothesis .

4.

3.

Treatment.
Before Insulin:

Dietary regimes for dia-

betics were many -- under-nutrition, over-nutrition,
~ow carbohydrate, high carbohydrate, high fat,
I

lin1i ted and larre amounts of protein, and a ll had
their exponents.

Thomas Vlil.lis (1621) was the first

to sponsor a therapy based upon under-nutrition.
High protein diets were used by Sydenham (1624-1689);
John Rollo made use of the high fat diet . in 1797.
After Insulin: With the advent of insulin,
~~
discovered by Banting (1922) therapy took on a completely
different aspect.
of the diabetic.

1922.

Herein lay the hope and salvation
It was first given to patients in

Insulin has, with dietary regulation, enabled

the present day diabetic to lead an othe~wise fairly
norm.al life and to expect a normal duration of life.
4.

Infection.
It is interesting to note that Claude Ber-

nard, as far back as ninety years ago, reco 6 nized the
dancers to the diabetic arising from infection.

In-

fection has always played a major part in the life of
the diabetic, and it will continue to do so even now
that diabetes rnay be perfect ly controlled.

5.

II.

Infection As a Factor In the
Aeti olof;.Y. of Diab e t es .

•

Infection is of the utmost i mportance both
as a possib le aet i olorica l factor in precipitating a
diabe tic condit i on and a l so c:i.s a c or:ip lic at ion of a n
a l rec\dy es t a blh~h ed diabet ic.

In the former instance

there is doubt i n re c a rd to whethe r the infection c1. cts
by mere ly brin~ing a l at ent diabeti c t enuency to t he
fore, or whethe r t he infecti on per se produc es the
di a betic syndrome .

The neans whereby d i ab etes doe s

resul t fr om infection is, however, of se conda ry
i mportan ce to the preven tio n of d is ease a nd infection
that te r r'1 ina tes in diabetes.
A.

Temporary Glycosuria.
1.

Clinical.
Transient c lycosuria has been noted iP

various infectious diseases .
(1899) found it in di--phtheri a .

Hibba rd and

-o rrissey

Ca 1.r.1idte (19.23) stated
1

that it occurs in diphtheria, sc[•rlct fever; typhoid
fever, influenza, append icitis, measles, and infectious
with suppuration .

Castellani and Willcrnore (1921)

have found f· lyc osuria followi nc malaria that disappeared
upon ant i-malar ial therapy a lone.

One case even ex-

hibited all three symptoms of polydypsia., polyuria,
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and polyphag ia~ and he also had a g lycosuria with a
glucose content of 2 per cent.
showe d g lycosuria in malari 2 .

Harrison (1921) also
Tisd a ll, Drake, and

Brown (1925) noted a deran~ement of the carbohydrate
metabolism in infants with acute infectious diarrhoea.
Williams and Dick (1 032) demonstrated
flycosuria iri 41 per cent of 108 patients having various
diseases as sc ~rlet fever, diphtheri a , pneun onia,
influenza, tonsillitis, me a sl e s, erysipelas, encephalitis, mumps, ender:i ic me nine; itis, and poliomyelitis .
These same patients were also studi e d in r e r ard to
their r· lucose tolerance curve, and in this, all
presented a decr ea sed toleration of varyinc de . rees .
Those patients who were most s e verely ill presented
the least de g ree of toleration .

!.foreover, this was

also true of those patients in whom either there were
complications present, or there had been an acute infection foll owed rapidly by a second acute infection .
Thus, there appears a direct relationship between de gree of toxicity and of dextrose tolerance.

2.

Experimental.
The clinical glycosuria studies h 2,ve been

supplemented and conf irmed by exper i mentation on various
laboratory ani M~ ls.

Tisda ll, DrRke , a nd Brown (1926)

in their studies on puppies demonstrated the production

of a lowered carbohydrate toler ance subsequent to the
subcutaneous injection of larre dares of diphtheria
toxin.

Sweeney and Lackey (1928) confi rned these

expe rime n ts , but used rabbits .

Barber (1q25) produced

hyperflycaemia by experimental cholecystitis in doc;s .
Lawrence and Buckley (192 7 ) also noted decreased
dextrose tole rance in rabbits after subcuta neous injec tion of diphtheria toxin .
B.

Permanent Glycosuria .
That acute inf e ction can produce a transient

hyperrlycaera ia e nd a clycos ur ia both c hemica.lly and
experimenta,lly has, thus, been definitely proven .

The

next lo['ical question i:c whether or not infection may
pr oduc e a permane nt diabetic state .

It is now ge ne ra lly

recognized tha t there is a marked decrease in dextrose
tolerance with infection in diabetes, but most wr iters
c ive infection a small position as a f a c t or in causation of permanent diabetes me llitus .
Whe reas in a well controlled diabetic, infec tion caus es a severe cours e and accentuation of the
disease, it does appear highly probab le an infection in
a case where t he i nsu lino £e nic properties are low
beforehand will e asi ly exhaust the little remaining power
and thereby precipitate a permanent diabetes .

8.

Joslin ( 1 928) in his series of cases was
unable to find a history of acute antecedent infection
in more than 15 per cent.

Geyelin (1930) stated he had

seen but 8 cases of diabetes arisinc within 5 weeks after
an acute infection .
'V/hite (192?), in a study of 100 children with
diabetes, found that only 2 per cent showed no previous
infection at any time before diabetes .

She (.;1932) chose

children for her study believin~ that they were the best
matericil to show aet iolof ical relntionshi n s .

In a study

of 260 di ab etic children, she found the incidence of
acute infections surprisincly infrequent within the
year prior to onset of diabetes .

In f2ct the incidence

of infection did not even equal tha.t of the general
juvenile population .

In a special study of 84 diabetic

children, who had just reached 4 years of ace, 30 had
had no infection prior to the onset of diabetes .

The

incidence of various infecti ous diseases in this group
were compared with that of the same disee,ses among the
~eneral juvenile population up to the ti me of four years
of are.

The fi nd ings are recorded on a p ercentag e

basis in the following chart .

9.

% :Uormal

% Diabetic

Pertussia

40

19

Measles

30

19

Chickenpox

30

7

10

4

Scarlet fever

5

1

Pneumonia

2

4

,:umps

Only in pneur.:ionia is it noted that diabeti c
children exceeded the normal.
Holcomb (1926) reported 2 cases in which the
onset was preceded by focal infection.

Barach (1927)

claimed that diabetes was more frequently preceded by
chronic tonsillitis, typhoid, and pneumonia than by
other chronic diseases.

Adams (1926) of Mayo Clinic

in a study of 317 cases with an acute onsent found that
the onsent occurred most fre q uently in the fall, winter,
and sprir:gand concluded that infection might play an
important role.

He also points out that if the United

States is divided alone the 37 de r ree latitude that the
states abo v e the line have a diabetic mortality rate of
19.3 per 100,000 , and those ~elow have a death rate of
8 .5 per 100,000.

The discrepancy cannot be entirely

accounted for by the more reliable mortality statistics
of the North .
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Because of the sinilarity of
the parotid e land

the pancr eas and

histolorica ll~ attention has been

espec i a ll y dire ct ed to the part p l ayed by mumps as a fac tor in aetiolo[.y of d i abe tes .

Patrick (1924) repo r ted

a case of acute diabetes foll ow inc a n attack of mur1ps .
Gunderson (1927) studying the mortality statistics for
diabetics in No rway (189 P-1 921) showed that there
existed two peaks for mortality, one at puberty and
one in old a e e .

From this he conclud ed that the causes

of diabetes we re to _b e found different for the two a[,es.
He sugg ested infection t o be of pri ,,,.1e ir-1portance for the
youncer and heredity, obesity, a r teriorsclerosis, and
nervousness for the older age groups .

In a study of the

several mumps epidemics in the same period, he was in
each c ase ab le to demonstrate a subsequent rise in
mortality statistics for the younc diabe tic that culminated
3 to 4 years after the epidemics .

Thl s would indicate

that the diabetes arose after the mumps, for before the
introduction of insulin the life expectancy of a child
developing diabetes closely approxinated this fi c ure.
It is well k nown that dial:) etes melli tus may
accompany or follow closely acute pancreatitis .
Vatcher, and 1foodwark (1926) repo r ted 2 cases.

Dunn,
Warfi eld

(1927) also repo r ted 4 cases of diabetes resultin[; from
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a previous pancreatitis .

Foard and Bowen (1930) also

~eported 2 cases in younE adults .
The source of the pancreFJ.ti tis is in most
instances found in infection of the call-bladder and
its ducts.

The latter are fre q uently involved in any

infection of the abdomen and gastro -i ntestina l
which is drained by the portal vein.

tract

Th.is , with infec-

tion of the pall bladder, spread to the pancreas is
easily a.cconplished by way of the lyr1.phatics .

Writers

disagree upon the importance of cholecystitis as a cause
of diLbetes mellitus .

Adams (1925) is doubtful that

disease of the call b l adder plays any part .

Lichty and

Woods (1924) believed that disease of the gall bladder
and its ducts may be l a ter complic ated by di~betes
mellitus .

Rabinowitch (1024) in a statistical analysis

found 9 times as many diabetic patients had gall bladder
disease as did patients in ceneral.
Joslin (1928) noted that callstones were about
50 per cent more common among diabetics than among diabetics over 25 than amonL a similar group in the
community at lar ge .

He believes t ha t the stones precede

the diabetes and pre cipitates it by direct extension of
resulting inflanmation into the head of the pancreas .
Therefore, accordinG to Joslin, re~oval of the stones
is to be advised as early as possible to avert a possible
diabetes .
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Barber (1925) by producine experimental
cholecysti tis in dor·s, caused increasinG decree of
diabetes until do~s were autopsied 60 days later .
There was evidence of direct extension by the lymphatics.

The variation in blood sugar level cor respo nded

to decree of ly::iph a tic involveme nt.

Two of the dogs

with no demonstrable pancr ca tic p_a tholoc-y had shown no
rise in the b lo od surar level .
C.

Mechanism of Action .
It is rather definitely n cc e,tcd that diabetes

may be caused by infections such as ty )hoid, scarlet
fever, chol era , influenza , di9htheria~ enteric fever,
tonsillitis, mal aria, syp hilis and rheuna tic fever .
The mechanis

1

whereby these infections c a n produce a

diabetic state is open t o speculation.

It may be

possibly due to any of the factors enumerated later that
bring ab out an increased requirement on the part of the
diabetics for insulin during infection .

These will be

discuss ed u nder that heading .
1.

Pancrea tic PatholO GY •
As far as pancreatic pathology is concerned,

little can be found out .

The great d ifficulty along

this line of investi ga tion is cl early manifest .
~

In the first place, rarely does material come
to au topsy a t .the proper tine to be of value .

For
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example, the :patient must develop a dinbetes durinv an
infection, or soon afterwards, a nd then he must live
lonr- enough to prove that the diabetes is :permanent .
These conditions would be extremely rarely met with.

7or

this reason the series of reported cases would be too
small to be c on clusive .
In the second place, in studies on the pancreatic tissues frofl diabetics, little a ttention is paid con cerning the conditions of onset of the diabetes .

Thus,

there is no classification of reports accordin~ to aetiolo e;i cal basis.
~ ilder (1940) in 55 cases found no acute pancrea ti tis .

Root and V/a rren (J. 926) savr none in 26 ~pa.ti ents .

Stanfield and Wa rren (1928) noted moderate leukocyti c
infiltration about islands of Lancerhan in 2 autopsy cases .
On the other hand, Gibb and Logan (1920) in 147 autopsies
of diabetics of various ages found evidence of interstitial pancreati tis present in 123.

This was s e en n10st l y

in ol d pa ti ents and never in yo u ng which observation is
exactly contrary to that of Warren (1927).

These investi-

ga tors claim that the infection brines on a fibrosis
which May account for the sudden onset of diabetes .
In study of the pancreas of the diabetics, the
most striking observation is the utter lack of relation -
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ship between de c ree of yancreatic destruction and the
intensity of the diabetes.

=.ruch of the pancreatic

ti ss u e may b e des troy ed without onset of diabetes,and
convers e ly the pancreas 1"1ay appear e nti re ly no rmal
though the diabetes b e v e r y severe .

This would sugcest

that infection nee d not brinr abou t pancr ea tic des truction,bu t rather caus e some i mpa ir :ient of insulinoe;e nic
function.

Another obs erv a tio n that is most inc o nsist e nt

i~ the r a rity of di abetes ~e sulting from ge n era l infections and even ·fro m a cut e pancr ea titi s .

~ vcn in the

l a tter permanen t d i a betes is the exc ept i on rather than
the rule .
Though there is little af:reeNent as to the
exact inci d ence of diabetes occurri nc durin 6 or soon
a f te r infection, tha t d i a b e tes c a n do so is of e n ou g h
i mp orta nce that the physi ci an c ertainly should not
d is ~ i ss a pa ti en t foll ow ing a n a cu te infection without
an exarnination of the u r ine for sug7.r.

It may be

advis ab le for the pa ti e nt to have t h e urine examined
later s o as to c a tch any d i abe tic t e nden cy in its
incipiency.

15 .

III .

Infection As~ Complication
of Diabetes .

A.

Increased Susceptibility of Diabetic to Infection .
Infe c tion as a complication is of f a r c re ater

importance than is infection as an aetiolog i c a l factor
in diabetes .

Investi ca tors differ as to the relative

inci den ce of infe c tion in the di abe t i c .

It i s , however ,

ee nerally acreed tha t when the metabolic disturbance is
under control and when the diet is adequate nutrition a lly , tha t the diabc tic is no "lore susceptib l e than the
non - dinbetic .

If, however, the diabetes is not con -

trolled, i n cidence of infection rises sharply .

The

dinbetic is most sus ceptible to cu taneous infections,
infectio 11s of the u r i_nary tra ct, and pul monary tu be rcu l osis .

1.

Incidence of Infection .
a.

Cutaneous Infection .

In a study of the skin of 50 0 dinbetics , Greenwood (19 2 7) est i ma t ed that 25 per cent of the patients
with diabetes Give a history of cutaneous infection, and
that 10 to 11 Jer cent present ev i dence of disease of the
skin up on examination .

The most co.r.nnon disorder included

furunculosis, carbuncles , erysipeles , psoriasis ,
xanthoma palpebrarur.i, epidermophytos i s, trichophytosis,
ecze11a , paronychia, and prur i tis .

Joslin (1928) recorded
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furunculosis occur rinr as high as 6.6 per cent of his
diabetics some time in their history.

The r,rea t

dancer is the relative frequency tha t these infections
develop into carbuncles, 1 . 8 per cent.
Williams (1942) in his series of patients
found no grea ter incidence of pyogenic skin infections
in the diabetic than in the non - diabetic.

Ne vertheles s ,

it is generally r e c ogniz ed that diabetics do present
more often histories of infection than do the non diabetics .
b.

Urinary Infections.
Urinary tract infection is very common in the

diabetic and especially so in the uncontrolled di~beti c.
Sharkey a nd Root (1935) observ ed a t autopsy purulent
infection of the urinary tract in 35 of 195 diabetic
pa tients, this representing an inci den ce of 18 per cent.
ITei ther a~e nor sex p layed any part in de termininr the
frequency of inf e ction.
as cending or des c ending .

Uri~ary ihfection may be e ither
Here ascending inf e ction

a ccoun t ed for but a few of the c ases and those only
when some degree of obstruction existed.

Over 70 per

cent of ~he cases were of haematocenous origin.

All

of these patients presented autopsy ev i den ce of sepsis
with staphylococci

or streptococci

arising from

furuncl es, c a r b uncles, subcutaneous a bscesses, and
infection associated with peripher~l gancrene .
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Usually the infection was l i~ited t o the renal area .
In ge neral,infection of the cc nito - urinary
tract is insidious and extensive before the profucti on
of symptoms .

The frequency of urina.ry tra ct infection

in the diabetic patients under excellent dietary c a re
a nd adequate insulin stresses the fa.ct that controlled
or not the diabetic is st ill highl y susc ep tible to
infection.

In view of this it should be kept in mind

tha t catheterization of the diabetic is to be a voided
whenever possible.
c.

Tuberculosis.
Pulmonary tuber c ulosis has been a c onstan t

thre a t and a serious comp lic a tion of diabetes .

At one

tiLie tuberculosis occurred so com 1only in diabeti cs
that observers were led to believe that the diE,ea.se was
a sign of di~betes .

Before the nd vent of modern thera -

peu tic methods in diabetes and before the per io d of
secrecation of tuberculous patients, tube:r-culosis o.Mon['
the diabetics was extreme ly comn on.

In •1any reports

fron large city hospitn l s of Europe nearly 50 per cent
of the diabetic indi vid1w.ls v:e re found r:. t autopsy to
be victirvis of active pulmonary tuberculosi s .

The

pa tients , however, were fron the poorer classes and a l so
in the hospital there was no i solation of the tuborculosis patients .

-
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Tuberculosis usually attacks the diabetic at
an age in which the mortality rate for tuberculosis in
the ge neral population has lonCT before reached its peak
and is on the decline.

Althouch, in the ~e neral popula-

tion, tuberculosis usually proves f .:-., tal at 3 5 ye a. rs of
age, the manifestation of tuberculosis in the di"betic
is not appare nt in 50 per cent of the c ases until pLst
the ape of 40 y ears .

In fact, the hirhest inci de nce of

tuberculosis occurs in the sixth decad e of life.

King

-

(1936) concluded fron his ob servations tha t in the last
50 years tuberculosis comp lic a ting diabetes has decreased
markedly .

nevertheless , tuberculosis sti ll remains about

5 times more co4rrnon in di a betics than in the general
popul a tion.

Adequate control of diabetes with insulin

and diet he holds responsible for such reduct ion.
Root (1934) states that tuberculosis is 2 to 3
times more frequent in the diabetic than in the nondiabetic .

Banyai (1931) in a statistica l study of the

compos it data of Golden , Joslin, Wilder, · Adam~L, Fi,tz, _· ~·,
Wendt and Peck, and Murphy based on 8,520 patients found
the incidence of tub er culosis in the diabetic to be 2 . 6
per cent or 3 ti~es hirher than in the non- diabetic .

On

the other hand, Joslin (1928) could find no greater
incidence in his patients with di abe tes than in the
6 eneral population .

The literature, however, does tend
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to indicate that the diabetic is nore susceptible than,
the non- diabetic to tuberculosis.
From the fore~oing pares it may be definitely
· concluded that diabetics have less resistance to infec tion than do normal individuals.

ftaphyloco ccic and

streptococcic infections of the skin, B. ~oli infections
of the urinary tract, and tuberculosis infection of the
lungs have been especially stressed as they are unusually
common in the diabetic.
2.

Hechanism of Increased Susceptability of
Diabetics to Infection .
Since the introduction of re g ular insulin in

1922 and of protamine insulin in 1 035 , treatment of the
diBbetic has s o f ., r advan ced th<' t the clinJ>etic under cood
control of this di abe tes ap:9eon, to present the same
d eg ree of resistance to infection as tha t of the nondiabetic individua l.

~e vertheles s , befor e the advent of

insulin and even since then, those diabetics n ot well

,,

controlled show a m2 rked reduction of resistance to
infection .

That an infection of the extremities of an

elderly diabetic is slow to heal, but rather tends to
proc ress, has nothins t o do with incre ~sed susceptibility .
Here there is an arte riosclerotic fact o r necessitatinc
poor blood sup1ly tha t accounts for the slowness of
healing.

E ven allowing for the par t tha t decreased blood
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supply does have in producinc a decreased suscepti bility, the real causes for the les sened resistance
must be loo ked for elsewhere.
a.

Impairment of the Body Defences of ~iabetes .
Various factors i!'unedi::'.te ly present them-

selves as c auses or p2rtial c auses a t le as t of this
lowered res istance.

These are briefly classified as

follows:
1.

2.

Blood chemistry.
a.

Blood sucar .

b.

Other constituents.

Immune elements of the blood.
a.

Decreased complemen t.

b.

Decreased antibody .
1.

1.

Decreased opsomin .

Blood Chemistry .
a.

Blood sugar .
The early investi gators quite naturally

turned to the blood chemistry t o account for the
lessen ed resistance in diabetic patients .

The high

blood SUBar therefore was one of the first factors to
be held as the cause.

Then and occasionally even in

recent times it wns believed that this grea tly e lev ated
sugar content of both the b l ood and of the fixed
tissues tended to e7rich the m as cultural med ia.
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S t aphy loccocci- in part icular were supposed ly benefi ttedj
l

by inc reased sugar content.
expressed by Laesar in 1 0 0,:1 .

Th is opinion was first
Present day work, however,

does not show that this is the c ase .

H,.ndmann ( 1 9 11)

found that in vitro b loo d containint 0 . 5 t o 1 . 0 per
cent SU[;ar was no better cultu re nedium for staphylo cocci than normal b lo od .

llo reover, t he addition of

dex tr ose to b lo od within t he limi ts fo und in d i abe tes
d i d not decrease the bact er ioci dal p owe r of the blood
nor did it af f e ct the opsonic index .

.

In the c ase of strep t o co cci , pneurnococci ,
and i n fluenzae bac illi, Hirs ch- Eau f fr:1an n and Hei mann Troisien (1926) o bserved that they g rew better on blood
acar pla tes mad e with blood from a pat i en t i n d i abe tic
coma than on ord inary blood ae;ctr, put there was no
effe ct from hyper c lycaemic blood frofl non - coma c ases ,
fro m add iti on of dext rose a nd a c et one in vit ro, or from
cases of experimental hyperglycaemia , li paenia, and
a ci dos is .

Kestermann and Kn oll e (1933 ) reportetl that -by add-

inc suc;ar to normal serum in amounts fo und in th e 1) lood
of di~Jetic pa ti en ts, the bactericidal action of the
serum on colon bacilli c ould ri e ap')reciab ly reduced •
In similar e xper i ments c onducted with sta~hylococci and
streptococci these results were not obtained .

Perhaps

.

• the colon bacilli weye favored by the enriclr:1ent of the
medium a n d not by l essen inc of the ba.ct cr ici dal ef, ·ect
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i0f the serum.

If ~ this is so we May be able to account

for the hiGh incidence of urinary tract infections
resulting from B . coli as recorded by Sharkey and Root

( 1 935) .
B.CJyne - Jones (_1936) s tE>. ted that thour,h much
is known concerning the effect of carbohydrates on
bacterial crowth in test tubes, very little is known
about its effec t upon the procese. of infection and
upon resistance .

3ven less is known about the effect

that various c a rbohydrate concentrations have upon
the resistance of livin~ cells to bacterial growth.
Theoretically the addition of g lucose should favor
bacterial crowth .

On the other hand, blood is such a

favorable nedium in itself that the addition of such
quantities of sucar as are found in the diabetic blood
would produce no si e nificant effect .
It has been suggested that since bacterial
virulence often depends on formation of a capsule by
the or r,a nis rn , that the hy-p erg lycaemia favors this
protective c aps ule.

The theory, however, has no

bacteriologic support as the formation of a capsule
bears no relation to the ar10unt of c arbohydrate present .
Both Mo senthal (1935) and Richardson (1935)
also considered hyperGlycaemia per se of no sitnificance
in lesseninc resis_tance to infection .
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Pillsbury and Kulchar (1q35) experi menting
with induced staphylococcic skin infections in rabbits
found that frequent injections of hypertonic glucose
solution caused an increase in the lesions .

They

believed , however , that the dehydration resulting from
injections of the hypertonic solut i ons was the cause
rather than the dextrose itself .

In fact, the same

type and defree of incre as e of the lesion could be
produced by hy?ertonic salt solutions .
b.

Other constituents .
Richardson (1940) in extensive experiments

on other factors in the blood as total pro tein , albume n,
globulin, and chol estero l found no relationship between
them and resistance to inf e ction in induced infection
in normal rabbits and depancreatized rabbits .

Varia-

tions of these substa nces had no effect on influencing
the dissemination of bacteria from a focus of infe ctio n .
Globulin furnished a possible exc ept ion since it alone
showed a significant de c reas e in the seruPJ. in those
depancreatized c a ts in which bacte r ial d issemination
was erea test .

Richardson from this sugges ted some

connection between g lobulin and antibody forma tion .
2.

Immune Elements of the Blood .
In any study of resistance it is necessary

to discuss those elements in the b lood tha t tend to
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,p revent the inception of a disease or that, when the
disease has taken root, tend to eradicate the disease .
These elements are found in the blood either naturally
or as a result of previous infection .

They are known

as complement, antibody, and op sonin) a type o:f. antiq:ody.
A brief review of their particular roles in the scheme
of resistance is appropriate .
Complement is a substance occurring naturally
in the blood of a.11 animals .

It is thermo -labi le beinc

inactivated by a temperature of 56 deLrees C. for 30
minutes .
Antibodies are substances produced in the
bloodstream by t he body cells from stimulation of an
antiren (any foreicn protein such as bacteria, milk ,

egv, etc . ) .

The action of an ~ntibody is specific and

in dire ct antagonism of that substance or an ti ge n
stimulatinc; antibody production .

Antibodies are of tvrn

main varieties, namely, natura l or those occurri ng in
the blood of everyone, and acquired antibod ies or those
resu lting from infection.

Under these two divisions

antibodies are further classified into five groups
according to their mode of action as agg lutinins,
precipitins, cytolysins, antitoxins , and opsonins .
Ea ch disease with its . antigen produces ant ibody specific
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for that antigen .

An illustration will suffice .

If

sheep red blood cells are injected into a guinea pig ,
there results a stimulation for antibody production as
the red blood cells a ct as antiLen .

In this case, the

antibody produced will be cytolytic for red blood cells
so that if sheep red blood cells are mixed with r uinea
p i e serum i n vitro the red blood cells will underg o
lysis .
In vitro in order that cytolytic antibodies
may work, the presence of c omp lement is mendatory .
The me chanism then where these antibodies act is throu~·h
the c omp leme nt .
blood cells .

To re turn to the exa..:ip le of the red

If serum from the g uinea pies had been

heated to 56 def:rees C . for 30 minutes a.nd then sheep
red blood cells added, lysis would not have occurred .
If nornal human serum with its normal complement content had been then added, lysis would occur imtediately .
Opsonins, which are a type of antibody,
beha ves much like comp le me nt .
destroyed by heat at 60 degrees

It is ne ar ly entirely

c.

for 15 minutes .

It

also is found in the serum and acts as an intermediate
body between the bacteria and the phogocytes .

Opsonins

occur normally in serum, but are increas ed in i 1~nune
ser'LlI'l .

Their action seems to render the bacilli more
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susceptible to incestion by phagocytes .

Thus an immune'

serum has a higher phagocytic index than does normal
serum .

That opsonins are necessary for pha[·ocytosis may

be shown by the fact that when phac·ocytes are washed
clear of serum that they consequently lose their phago cytic powers.

Opsonins will bring about a certain

amount of phae; ocytosis in the absenqe of complement, but
in the presence of complement the process is greatly
accelerated .

With this basis it is possible to take up

each element individually .
a.

Cor:ip lement .

Sweet (1903) working on depancreatized docs
tested the bactericidal and hemolytic properties of their
sera .

He found that the bactericidal properties of serun

from a diabetic dog in the ·late staces of the disease had
been lost completely for these ort;;anis r1s - - Staphylococcus
pyogenes aureus, :S . coli communis, :S . tyghi abdominalis,
and

:s.

dysenteriae (Shica) .

The experiment was less con-

clusive in c as e of the staphylococci since the serum of
the normal dog has no marked action upon these ore:anisms.
By analogy with the haemolytic experiments he concluded
this loss of bactericidal power was due to loss of
comp lement .
In two don:s some pancreatic tissue was left .
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In one dor in which the ~ lycosuria at first amounted
....
to 16 per cent and to 1 per cent, there was found to
be no decreased comp l e:i.en t .

The second dog showed no

glycosuria nor was there any demon$trable decrease in
complement.

If this tota l lack of pancrev.tic tissue

is necessary to produce a decrease in complement, then
the diabetics lessened re < istance to infection c a nnot
be explained on the basis of a comp lement deficiency
since in the diabetic patient seldom, if ever , is there
an utter lack of pancreatic tissue encountered .
In a diabeti c dor without complications, he
found that the haemolysis of red blood cells of the
guinea piG was reduced 50 per cent of normal.

When

fresh cu inea pi[' serum was added to heated diabetic dog
seru.'Il the latter was reactivated to the sa:'."'le decree as
heated normal dog serum .

The same was found so in another

dog which died of diabetes in 21 days .

Sweet attributed

this to a decrease in comp lement of the blood •
Lone;co:pe (1903) reported a marked decrease in
the bacteriolytic power of the blood serum in patients
with prolonged chronic diseases such as nephritis,
cirrhosis of the liver, and diabetes mellitus .

He

based his work upon one diabetic patient, _however.
decreased bacteriolytic power he attributed to a de -

The
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•
crease in compleme nt of the serum .
Richardson (1935) observed no difference in
comple11ent titre of 208 diabetics, selected at random
so as to represent a wide variation of diabetes in
respect to severity of the disease, age, use of insu li n
and state of nutrition, and of 1 02 non- di2betic patients.
He also observed that complemen t in· the diabetics
tended t o remain ne ar ly constant whether the diabetic
was well or not .
Rockwood and Beeler ( 1 924) in 48 patients
found the serum comJ lement content remarkably constant
in spite of severe ~e tabolic disturbances, 9 patients
manifestinr:; uraemia .

These investi ga tors state that

Sw eet's work is inconclusive in that he 1.1ad e his comparisons not on the same dog before and after operation,
but on a diabetic and a normal dog .

11.any i~unolo[,ists

reco g nize now the tremendous individual v a riation in
thermostable haernolysin amone different anirnals.

.There

are no standards, moreover, by which to determine whether
or not similar results micht have been produced by other
operations comp c:.rable to pancreatectomy . ·
11arble, White , and Fernald (1938) likewise
observed that complement showed no appreciable variation
from that found in normal individualc .
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b.

Antibody Formation .

Natural Antibody:

Richardson (1933) deter -

fuined the bactericidal activity of defibrd n ated whole
blood of diabetic patients .

The number of diabetic

patients whos .e blood killed the same nUJ"lber of orr:;anisms as the normal control and the number whose b l ood
killed les G tha n or more than the control was observed .
The organisms used vvere B . coli, Pneumococcus, Staphylo coccus aureus, Streptococcus haemolyticus, and Strepto coccus viridans .

He found that diabetic whole blood,

re g ardless of the blood suc ar level, has apparently less
natural bactericidal activity than has whole blood from
normal individuals.

In more than 66 per cent of the

examined patients, however, the whole blood showed no
si g nific~nt decrease in b a ctericidal activity .
Acquired Antibody:

Moen and Reiman (193 3 ) on

the report that antibody fo r mation was retarded in kala
azar, and during other diseases dir e cted si milar experi r.ients upon the diabetic patient.

They tested the anti -

body formation in 12 di a betics (7 controlled, 2 uncon trolled, and 3 acidotic) and in 6 controls .

Triple

typ hoid vaccine containinr heat killed B. tyhosus and
B . p a ratyphosus A. and B . was u s ed .

The a cglutinin

response in the controlled patients approached that of
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normal controls .

However, there was a slight decrease

in agelutinin power .

The 2 uncontrolled patients showed

a definite subnormal response .
The most marked deviation from normal occurred
in the three patients with severe diabetes associated
"with acidosis .

All three showed low agclutinin response

to certain antigens and none whatever to others .

Moen

and Reiman were unable to explain the mechanism whereby
agglutinin formation was impaired , but they suspected
that a metabolic abnormality with ceneral lowerinc of
normal body functions probably played an important part .
Richardson (1933) using typhoid vaccine as
antieen observed that at the end of both 2 and 10 weeks
the titre of the sera of 40 diabetics was considerably
lower than that of a similar number of controls .

The

ag~lutinin titre was as high as 1/20,000 in 50 per cent
of the non- diabetics but so hi~h in on l y 5 per cent of
the diabetic .

The titre exceeded 1/5,000 in 84 per

cent of the sera from normals , but this occurred i n onl y
44 per cent of the diabetics who were studied .

Richard -

son correlated this impain'lent of antibody formation
with the decreased power of resistance to infection
found in the diabetic .
In order to determi ne the fa c tors responsib l e
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for decreased antibody response in diabetics , Richardson (1935) studied the formation of agplutinin to B .
typhosus in rabbits which were either undernourished or
were hyperglycaemic .

One croup of ani r1als received an

adequate complete ration in ar.iounts equal to double the
basal caloric requi:::-ement .

A second Group was main-

tained on the same ration in Qmounts equal to one - half
the basal caloric requirement .

After 1 week on this

diet the animals were injected with tyJhoid vaccine.
The titres were lower in the undernourished rabbits .
In another experiment the effects of an
induced hyperGlycaemia were observed.

Here rabbits

were given 6 intravenous injections each of 8 cc . of a

25 per cent solution of Glucose at hourly intervals
immediately prior to the administration of the vaccine.
The controls received normal saline .

An abundance of

regular rations were given in addition .

The animals

receiving the greater caloric diet ~lus glucose gave
consistently sli5htly higher titres than the controls .
In additional experiments in which l.ichardson produced
a hyperglycaeiaia by repeated subcutaneous injections
of epinephrine little or no effect was had upon the
agglutinin titre .
Richardson (1940) in similar experiments on
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diabetic cats observed a decrease in typhoid antibody
formation .

The poorest response were seen in the

inade~uately nourished animals.
From these experinents Richardson concluded
that the nutrition in diabetics nay account for impaired antibody formation , and that the hy)erclycaernia
is unimportant in decreased antibody response .

S i nce

undernutrition was found associated with reduced liver
glycoren in the experiments, Richardson suc~ested that
cellular nutrition is the siGnificant factor in deter minine antibody production .
]:.arble, White and D'ernald (1938) in experi ments on 23 non- diabetic and 27 dio,betic individuals
observed no difference in the bactericidal, bacterio static and phagocytic powers of fresh defibrinated
blood, and of heparinized whole blood between the two
groups .

They used selected strains of streptococci .

They concluded that these findinGs would sucgest that
diabetics develop specific immunity to the same ,degree
as do norma l individuals .

These observers seeing that

well controlled diabetics present essentially the same
type of defense in normal persons, think it likely that
malnutrition, dehydration, and acidosis of the poorly
controlled diabetic contribute to decrease the resistance
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to infection, but through sone me chanis m other than the
production of antibodies as sucrested by Richardson.
1.

Opsonins .
Da Costa (1907) working on 16 patients with

diabetes mellitus found the opsonic index of all decidedly
subnormal in tests upon the sta.9hyococcus aureus organism.

The normal range being 0 . 8 to 1. 2, the range here

was betv,een . 34 and . 72 averaging . 62 .

I:To relationship

was found to exist between the amoun t of SU["ar output
and the opsonic index.

In 1 908 :.Ja Costa found that

measured by the opsonic ind ex the ave r aee diabetics re sistance is about one - third below normal and in some c a.s es
lowered as much as two - thirds , the lower being in the
more severe cases .

This applies to infections by the

streptococcus, staphyloco c cus , and the Bacillus tuberculosis.

~a Costa su gges t ed that, by determination of the

opsonic index , the degree to which the vitality of the
diabetic could li k ewise be determined .
Ri chards on (1942) found that the phogocytic
power of diabetic individuals, and a lso in depancreatized
cats, does not differ ap:Jreciab ly from that of nor_:1a l
controls .

Only in two complications of diabetes, namely,

a ci dosis and marked a lteration in nutrition was there a
significant dec re Qse in phagocytosis .

Other factors
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les seninr phacocytosis besides opsoni~s are increased

I

I

hydro Ge n ion concentration, incre ased vi s cosity o f body
fluids resulting from dehydration, incr eased organic
acids or lactic acid .

All of these factors are 9res ent

to a greater or less degree in the uncontrolled diabetic,
and nay therefore influence the phagocytosis .
B.

Course of Diabetes During Infection .
Infection as a complication is of far crea.ter

importance than is infection as an a.etiological fa c tor
in diabetes .

The greatest enemy of the diabetic is an

infection, for no Ma tt er whether the p~tiept is well
controlled or unc ontro ll ed, the di;~ctic state is ~ade
worse and especially so in the case of the latter .
Joslin ( 19 28) stated that this rule of infcc tion always makinr the diabetic worse is so exac t that
it is perfectly cafe to make a prediction upon the
condition of the infection by the course of the diabetes, and that infection should always oe suspected
and searched for whenever a diabetic is doinc badly
for no ap ~mrent cause .

His exar1Jle of the carbuncle on

the neck demonstrates excellently just such an effec t
which loc a l

infection can produce .

With the a~penranc e

of a c arbunc le a diabetic that has been practic al ly
quiescent for years may beco1e suddenly intensely
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~evere and with its disappearance the diabetic will
again assu~e its ~ild charac ter.

General infection is

much more to be dreaded and gurrded against as a possible
precipitator of acidosis resulting in coma and death .
Lntercurrent diseases, however, are not the
menace that they were for 1erly.
0

The c omp lication of

infection is steadily b einf reduced in frequency and
intensity.

This is beinF accom~lished nainly by the

control of diabetes ~ ith insulin.

Before the advent of

insulin infection seened to produce a pernanent exag[:eration of the diabetic state, but siy1ce its use such an
effect is not app·1.rent .

The inpro veme nt in ge neral

hyf iene is a second factor reducinG the incidence of
infection.
It is a well known fa.ct that a reduction in
effectiveness of insulin follows the onset of infection,
and that this consequent reduction in effectiveness
necessitates the ad~inistration of additional

insulin.

The additional amount of insulin re q uired varies greatly
in amount,and in cases it has been noticed that infection
inhibits alto g ether the hypo g: lyca.emic action of huce
doses of insulin .

No lancer will a ny rule hold that so

man y units of insulin will c ;=ire for so many grFt.ms of sugar
and prevent its loss in the urine.

Thus the problem of
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variation in insulin activity in the diabetic with
infection becomes of grea t physiolocical interest and
therapeutic importance.
Infection is probably the most com..~on of
several causes for resistance to insulin in diabetes
me lli tus in man .

Insulin resistance is merely a terr'l

applied to any condition, temporary or pernanent, in
which there is any incre as e de11and for additional insulin to control the di~bcti c st~te .

The resistance

developed during infection is temporary in nature.

The

exact n echani sm causine, an increased insulin resistance
in inf ec ti on, hov, ever, is unknown.

There are s evera.l

theories which have been advocated, and these will be
taken up one by one in the follovvine; pages .

1.

Decreased Insulin Production .
The simplest explanation of decreased sucar

tolerance in the patient with an acute infection would
be to the investipator a mere decrease in endopenous
insulin production.

\H lliruns and Di ck ( 1932) observ -

inc a temporary g lyc osuria in 41 'Jer cent of their
patiento vii th a cute infectio ns, and also in exDe ri nentr,l
animals with induced infections, directed their work
along this line.

By the frequent adninistration of

increasinr; ariiourits of insulin the a~tount of dextrose
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in the urine was reduced and micht possibly have dis appeared com._Jletely had the proper amounts of insulin
been supplied at the proper ti•'le .

That the r lyco suria

was reduced by use of exoge nous insulin is evidence
that the infection caused a b lycosuria, either by a
reduction of insulin produ c t i on or by an i rwa irment of
the action of insulin .

Since the tlycosuria could be

partially abolished by the injection of exogenous
insuli n , \lilliams and Dick be l ieved that the forner ,
due to some deleterious action of the i nfect i on upon
the islets of the pancreas , was responsible for the
[:'" lyc osuria, and that the latter had nothinc to do with
it.
This theory is supported in part by Sweeney

(1928); Schwentker and Hoe l

(1930); Tisdal], Drake, and

."9rown ( 1 Sl25 and 1 926) .

2.

Decreased Effe ctiveness of Endo - and Exocenous
Insulin .
Sweeney (1928 a and b) found that the dextrose

tolerance of rabbits intoxicated with diphtheria toxin
becane procressive ly l esf, v.ri th e2,ch day until death as
the intoxication beca.ue more sever e.

He too accounted

for this phenomenon as a decrease in insulin production.
In later experi 1ents he found that to render the dextrose
1
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tolerance curve normal durinc procressive i n toxic a tio n ,
that the anounts of exoe,enous in s uli n had to be r,rea tly
I
incre ased .
Though a constant five r rams of sucnr was
used throu"'hout to conduct the tolera.y1ce tests, : ·w eeaey

(19 34 a and b) found that to produce a normal curve,
the anount of insulin had to be increa.sed two uni ts
with each day until dosaces as l ar~e as 12 to 14 units
Here being required .

F or this reason, that exo ge nous

insulin fail ed to pr oduce c on s t an t effects, Sweeney
concluded t ha t the l 1 ss of tole rRnce was not due ~cre ly
to a decreased production of endogenous insu lin, but
that there was a lso pYeE" en t so 1c ;·1echanism of i nhi bi ti on to insulin of eithe ~ endo or exocenic origin .
3.

Incre ar.; ed ...e t a boli c Ha te .
Duncan, Fetter, and ~urkin (1 93 ?) on the

basis of clinica l

obse rva tion believed that the 1e duced

e ffective nes s of insulin was due t o the ge ner a l

increase

in ne tabolisrn during· infection as evidenced by the
e l e v Rted temperature of the patient.

Hayward and

Duncan (1 939 ) later produced fever in both diabetics
and non- diabetics by tvro metho ds, either by ty~ho id
injection or or a l

dos ag e of sodium dinitrophenol .

In

both groups the reducti6n in beriod of insulin action
was more nar ked tha n the ~edu ction of blood suc a r level.
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In non- diabe tics a g reater initial fall in s n ee r level
occurred if fever were present than if :1.bs ent •.

The

duration of the effect of insulin, however, was reduced
from 20 to 50 per cent .

They attributed this to a

possible grea ter use of insulin in the peripheral
tissues when the r:1e t abo lic rate was incr eas ed .
4.

Decreased Insulin Kinase By the Liver .
Himsworth (1932) found that upon injection of

insulin that the re was a definite l aten t period during
which the insulin exerted no r.1eas urab le a ction .

In

further experirri.en ts s i mu l tane ous blood sucar curves ,
in arterial and venous blood of the normc1,l individual ,
were perforr11ed .

The suear level rose rapidly in both

bloods, the venous level beine: slightly lower than the
arteria l.

In around 20 to 2 5 minu tes, however, there

occurred a marked increasing difference between arterial
Rnd venous blood .

The blood sugar level in the former

continued its prorressi ve rise .

'Tenous blood supar at

this time tended t o l evel off and after a ti ne t o rise,
but less rapidly than in the arterial blood .

The

period from time of inj e ction to tirie of deviation of
arterio - venous b lo od surars, Hi mswor th desi gna ted the
latent pe riod of insulin action .
Two me chanisms are presented that would

•

account for this period .

First , pancreatic insulin is

suddenly secreted at this point .
beinG constantly secreted .

Second, insu l in is

The first theory postul ates

an insulin already c -:,.pable of actinc i mned ia.tely u-oon
discharge fron the pancreas; the second, an insulin
requiring activation by some substance .

Himsworth was

led t o believe that the second ex,Jlanation was the r.iore
plausible, and compared the activation to that of
trypsino[:en by enterokinase .

The work of .farkowi tz,

J.r.a nn, and Bollman (1929) tends to show the source of
orig i n of the activator to be the liver .

In their

studies on docs that had been dehepatized and depancreatized, they found thA- t ·insulin had a hypof" lycae,.1ic
action for a few hours after ope rat ion, but after that
large amounts of insulin had no effect whatever .
Furthermore they showed that if small amounts of liver
are left in situ, that injected insulin retains its
power to lower the blood sucar .

They too noted that

in the dehepatized docs that insulin soon loses its
2 ction .

They surGested, therefore, that a third ele -

ment opera ted in the insulin c nrbohydra te mechanism .
Althausen and Thoenes (1°:32) showed that
ani"'lals durinr: the stace of liver ne.crosis and f a tty
dee;eneration which follows poisoning with chl oroform
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and phosphorus, that there is a subnormal to l erance to
a combined test of insulin and glucose given orally .
They showed also that durinc the stace of liver rerenera tion there is a supernormal tolerance .
From these several experil'1en ts, Himsworth
sug£ested that insulin resistance is not always due to
pancreatic patho l ogy, but that patholOf'Y of the liver
must be considered in cases of diabetes aggravation by
infection and especially in those c ase s of diabetes be coming utterly insulin resistant .

A further Euccestion

of still creater importance is t hat there nay be
possibly some l i ver preparation that would aid in such
cases of liver diabetes .
5.

Increased Secretion of Anterior Lobe of the
Pituitary Gland .
Best, Campbell, and Haist (1939) produced

temporary glycosuria in docs by the injection subc~taneously of extract of the anterior pituitary .

At the

sa,,1e time the insulin content of the pancrease was
observed to fall from an average of 3 . 4 units to . 2
u nits per gram of tissue .

The normal content was

regained in four days after cessation of dosage .

In

four dogs permanent diabetes resulted from 17 to 30
inject i ons of extract .

One of these dogs had a con-
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plete thyroidectomy a few days previous to administration
of anterior lobe extract .

The question arises, what

effect has infection if any upon the pituitary to bring
this mechanism into action?

Perhaps there is a stimula-

tion of the anterior lobe to liberate this diabetogenic
substance which if continued over a lonR period of time
'
will leave a permanent
dia·betic condition in the

individurl.
6.

Increased Inhibitory Action on Insulin of the
J3lood Plas1:1a .
Karelitz, Cohen, and Leader (1930) observed

that the action of insulin was impaired when it was
mixed with blood of a nor•·'lal individual and then in-

j ccted into the rabbit .

A similar effect was produced

by the blood from a diabetic except to a decidedly greater
degree.

It was further found that blood cells produced

a greater inhibition to the insulin action then did the
plasma, and that blood cells which had been laked with
distilled water produce an even more L1arked impairment
than the blood cells .

Control experiments were con-

ducted and showed that the inactivation is not due to
dilution, viscosity of the fluid, rate of absorption
from under the skin or adsorption by the cells, the
hydrogen ion concentration of the blood .
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It is evident that diabe tic blood is mu ch mo/e
inhibitory than normal blood .
e ntirely speculative .

The reasons for this are

The investigators, however, con-

sider first the theory of =~Jstein and Ro senthal (

)

that in the diabetic, the capillary permeabi lity of the
pancreas permit s the passage of t ryps in into the blood
stream, t hus , a llowi nr: a coming line of the in ter nal a nd
external secretions o f ·the pa nc reas .

Eps t e in ( ·

) has

show n that trypsin i n vitro possesses p ower of rapidly
neutralizing: insulin under favorable cond itio ns of
hydrog en ion concentration .

I n app l y i ng his work t o

this experiment , it mus t be ass umed t hat insulin inactivation by normal blood is d u e to trypsin .

The c on centra -

tion of which is incr e8,sed in diabe tes, t hus , accounting
for t he greate r inh i bitory effect of the diabe tic than
the non - d i a betic blo od .
7.

De c rease in Ab ility of Mus cle Glycoc;en F orma tio n .
Wien (1 9~8) work ing on cats stud ied t he e ffe c t

wh ich t he production of fever wou l d have upon the action
of insulin in the ev i s ce rated sp ina l preparat ions .

Fever

was c aus ed by subcuta n eous i nj e cti on of·B . c o li vaccine.
The action of i nsu lin in causing deJosition of mus cle
g lycocen was found to be abo li she d .

The fall in bloo~

sugar was modified but not entire l y p rev ented .

Wien
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then concluded that fever may abolish the ~ction o f

1

insulin not only by increasing the factors which raise
the blood sugar , but also by inhibiting the action of
insulin in lowering the blood suGar .
8.

Increased Proteo l ysis at Site of Infect i on
with Increased Glyconeogenesis .
Valy Henkin (1941 a and b) usinc normal and

depancrea ti zed do g s a tter.1pted to find the reason for
increased enhancen ent of the diabete-s clurinc infection ,
and the accompanine; increased requirenent for insulin .
By injection of 1.5 cc . of tur~ entine into the pleural
cavity, :.:enki n was able to produce a non- infectious
inf'lamr1atory process .

Such injection into the norr:ia l

do c pro duced no increase i n the blood su~ar.

In the

di a betic depancreatized animals, however, there was a
marked rise in blood sug ar averaginc fro~ 253 to 46?
mgms . per cent.
To determine the cause of this increase in
blood sug ar, :Jenk in dir e ct e d his study ,to a comparison
of the exudn.tcs produced in both the normal and the
depancrea ti zed ani t:1als .

In the exu d ate from the

diabetic dog s there was found an increase of 4?3 . 6 pe-r
cent in sug ar content over the nori,1al doc .
a c id showed a 52 per cent incre a se .

The l act i c

The total proteins
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were reduced by 12 per cent, but the non- protein
nitroe en was incre ased 89 .5 per cent.

Urea and amino

acids were increased 126 . 3 and 74 . 3 per cent, respec tively .

The increas e in these substances shows a

definite and narked increase in proteolysis at the
site of inflamma tion in the diabetic .

The increased

blood sugar, non- protein nitropen urea, amino acid
nitro["en could not be accounted for by pancreatcctomy
alone .

In additional exper ime n ts the administration

of insulin rendered a decrease in blood surar and lPc tic
acid .

The exudat e also of the diabetic became similar

to that found in the normal non- diabetic dog .

This was

accounted for by the act ion of insulin in controlling
the decree of proteolysis at the infl ammato ry site .
:~nk in in determining the c a use of the excessive rise in blood sugar cited the well known fa,c t of
g lyco genes is from prate in.

Accordinc to :ienkin ( 1942)

it is reasonable to assume fro~1 the experiY'lents t hat in
diabetes the prote inolysis is great ly enhan ced, and the
g lycone ocenesis in the area allows for n gradual diffusion of sucar over the body .

The chemi c a l chances in

the exudate were thus reflected in the blood .

~ en k in

(1943) found the concentration of the blood suGar is
less than in the exudate at all times, but the gradient
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tends to be less s t eep as the inf lanmatory process c ontinues until there is a near equalization in 24 hours .
In the normal dog the blood sugar concentration after the first day exceeds that of the exuda te ,
for glycolysia at the site of inflammation soon catches
up vvi th the initial 'clyconeot,c n es is .
does not show this .

The diabetic doc

The blood BU[ar concentration

always remains lower than that of the exuda te .

The

available data stroncly sugr;ests that the same mechanism
occurs at the site of inflamma tion in the non- diabetic
as in the diabe~ic.

In t h e l atter t he process of

e;lyconeogenesis is nerely exan·· erated .

Glycolysis also

is increased, but not to the same ex t en t as seen in the
norma l do~ .

The result in the diabetic dog is a marked

incre as e in loc a l g lyconeo cenes is with gradua l diffus ion
of c lucose into ~eneral circulation.
9.

Incre as ed Glycocenolysis by Liver.
The prevailing conceptions as to the mechanism

of the norL'la l dextrose tolerance curve may be briefly
summarized as follows:

1.

The administration of dextrose normally
stimulates the pancreas to an increased
secretion of insulin .

2.

This increased insulin secretion accounts
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for the normaJ dextrose tolerance curve by
increasine storage and oxidation phenomenon .
3.

The abn o rmal tolerance cur ve seen in diabetes
mellitus and in the de:9ancreatized animFLl is
due to the lack of pancreatic response to
administered g lucose .

4.

Starvation, fat, or protein diets also produce
a diabetic curve due t o the 1 --i.ck of pancreatic
response from a lonr continued period of nonstimulation by sugar .
Soskin, Allweiss, and Cohn (19~4) attenpted to

test the fundamental basis of the above beliefs by sub stituting a constant source of insulin for the pancre a s
in depqncreatized dogs .

Su ch animals receivinc a constant

supply of insulin sufficient to maintain a constant blood
sugar level would not be able to mob il ize an additional
supply of insulin when sugar was administered.

If then

the response of the :pancreas were the r:ia jor factor in
producing a normal curve, such animals would produce the
most abnor111al diabetic curves .

It was impossible to

judge the exact amount of insulin necessary to sup9ly
the exact demands of the ore;anism .

In depancreatized

animals, receiving no insulin, the usual diabetic curve
resulted, but in those dOGS that were receiving a con-
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stant supply of insulin, the curve though still diabetic in n a ture was not nearly so ma rked .
curves actually app:-oached the nori.1al .

Some of the

Havinv gotten

these results the investi ga t ors naintained a constant
blood sugar in the depancreatized do[ by the si~1ltaneous administration of dextrose and insulin .

'When

tolerance tests were run on these ani n als, normal curves
resulted .

These results ne gate the a bove concepts that

hyper[;lycaeMia stimulates a secretion of insulin by the
p a ncr ens.

They also sueg est a pos s i b le value of in-

creased [ lucose and insulin in diabetic therapy .
In the li ch t that the p ancreas is not essential
in the determination of normal dextro s e tolerance tests,
the role played by the liver was investi g ated .

For this,

experiments were conducted upon hepatectomized dogs
whose blood surar was kept constant by the continuous
administration of g lucose .

In all cases, the dogs showed

dh,.betic tolerance curves .

Durinr

the test, blood

samples were taken from the carotid artery and hepatic
veins t o determine the blood sup nrs.

In the normal

controls, the blood sugc1. r level o f the hep a tic vein
falls below that of the carotid artery in about half an
hour after the administration of glucose .

In the

diabetic dog, however, the level of the hepatic vein
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remained above that of the arterial blood until the end
of the experiment .
Althour h storar e of some of the surar by the
normal liver IYJ.ay account for sone of this difference, it
is apparent that the non.ml liver differs from the dia betic in that the former reacts to an increased su~ar
supply by a rel a tively prompt dfr1inution in a ·1101.rnt of
su gar which it has been supplying to the blo od from its
own resources .
That the liver is necessary for the normal
tolerance curve is thereby definitely proved .
Soskin and ~llweiss (1934) along the same
lines-studied the hypo c lycaemic phase in the dextrose
tolerance curve in the depancreatized dogs receiving
constant supplies of insulin and dextrose .

They con-

cluded that this phase is not d ue to a st i mu lation of
the pancreas to secrete, but due rather to the blood
in response to an influx of exo; enous sufu,r .

The hypo -

glycaemic period, therefore, corresp ond s to the time
req~ired by the liver to catch u p again in supplying the
needed c lucose .
Later So skin and

:.u rsky

( 1935) studied the

effects of a progressive toxaemia with the accom_paninc
problem .

Observing that toxaern.ia in a depa ncreatized
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dog produced a diabetic tolerance c11rve, they concluded ,
that the abnormal curves we re due to the toxaemic effect
upon the liver and not on the pancreas , and that the
toxaemia thereby interferred w~th the homeostatic liver
me cha nisM deter~ined before .
Diphtheria toxin was used to induce the toxaemia .
Dif f erent amounts of test suvars were used durinc; the
toxaemias to run tolerance curves .

These were 1 . 75 c ram/,

kilo g r a m body wei g ht g iven every two hours .

In the other.

series 0 . 9 and 0 . 25 g ra ~s were ~ iven e very hour .
Toxin ~iven to depancreatized do p s without any
sugar showed a slight elevation of blood su[ ·ar that
lasted for about six hour~ after which ti me there was a
rapid decline in blood su~ar supposedly due to a sudden
failure in the glycoc enic function of the liver .

Vlhen

1 . 75 g rarns sug ar were g iven every two hours in ani mals

without toxae mia present, normal cu r ves were a result
with pro p- ressively lower p eaks and g reater hypo c lyc a emic
overswing .

After the first six hours, however, the

peaks revealed some elevation, and the overswing was
abolished .

If toxin were ~ iven, the first few curves

did not show a hypo f lycaemic stag e possibly due to the
g radual elevation of blood su gar alone .
however, were not diabetic.

The curves,

Later the ci.i:cves became
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definitely diabetic corresponding to the time of rapid
failure of the glycogenic function of the liver .
/hen • 9 g_rarns per ki loe;ram body we icht were
riven hourly to the toxa eriic dog, the curves became
irmnediately diabetic .
were given .

This was also true when . 25 gra1.1s

The difference here, and when l . ?5 v is .

were administered, can ·be expla ined in the following v1ay .
The toxaemic effect on the liver r~nders the homeostatic
mechanism of the liver less sensitive to stimulation by
sugar administration .

The l a r c er amount of sugar,

nevertheless, was able to overcome this relative insensi tivity , whereas the smaller amounts could not .

After

the first few diabetic curves , produced by . 25 c;rams of
su~ar, several supernorrnal curves result.

These curves

resemble a normal curve in each respect except the
initial blood sugar level is greatly elevated .

This

phenomenon may be explained by the fact that 0 . 25 grams
of SUGar can be easily handled by t he extrahepatic
tissues of the body with each hour .
From this it is clear that a supposedly normal
dextrose curve under the proper conditions ~ay re present
a 6 reater dec;ree of liver dar:1:-.e;e than a diabetic curve,
and at the same time a less de c ree of injury than a super
normal curve .
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Soskin ,

l\llwe i ss and :Ji rsky ( 1935) found

diphtheria toxin g iven to nor1:ial dogs merely pro l onged
the tolerance curve, but when injected into depancreatized dofs, m~rked di~betic curves resulted .
They concluded frori the experiments that dia betes is a disease affecting the threshold for sti~ulation of the horieostatic nechanism of the liver .

The

threshold is set high and has nothinc to do with sensi tivity .

Insulin functions by lowerinp the threshold .

Infection on the other hand alters the sensitivity of
the honeostatic nechanis

.1

as well as the threshold .

Insulin resistance th1s ensues .
These experiments v1ere uphe ld by Sweeney
and his cowork ers in their later experiMents .

They are

also in accord with Althausen and Thoenes who concluded
that phosphorous poisoninc acted as an irritant to the
clycogenolytic uechnnism of the liver .
Observing that the deranr;ed homeos t atic
mechanism in the diabetic with infection can be ·controlled
by the administration of insulin, Taubenhaus and Soskin
( 19 42 ) consi dered it loc ic;..1.l

resistance in the liver .

t o seek the cause of insulin

Accordinr; to Parnas (lSB.5 ) ,

Cori e t al . (J939 ), and Os tern and Hol11.es ( 1939), the
steps between glycogen and r lucose in the liver are
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rhediated by phosphorylatinu; mechanisms .

It is presu,.ncd

that somewhere upon this phosphorylation process that
action of insulin exerts its influence .
of thi~ action is not known .

The exact point

9 orkinf on the basis that

in toxae.1ia another process of e;lycor"enolysis is brourht
Taubenhaus and Soskin (1942) directed their

into play ,

experiments along this li~e .

They thou ght that the

blood amylase normally not in liver cells micht invade
the,1 during an infection .

Liver glyco1:. en ·would conse -

quently be broken down in another way than phosphorylation and over this way insulin would have no control so
that insulin resistance would result .

In carryinc; out

the experi'nents such a :nocess was found to be actinc .
That abnormal g lyco geno lysis was oue t o anylase a ctivity
\JaS

confirmed by the dete ction of the intermed iary

dextrin products of this ty:)e of oro ces s .

In the nor.:>1al

liver, in the absence of toxaenj_a, no suc h prod.'.1cts are
to be found.

ifure ove r, the c lyc orenolysis was found to

occur even in the absence of :9hosphate .

This, therefore,

shows that phosphorylation was not involved .
The only objection to the experL1ents was that
insulin is not known to exert any effe ct UJon the activity
of amylase .

:Res istance to insulin does exist in infections

in diabetics, and in some cases the action of insulin is
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entirely abolished.

nevertheless, in most cases the

hyperg lycaemia and g lycosuria can be brought under some
decree of control with the use of insulin.

Insulin then

must have some control over the amylase activity, or the
glycogenolysis does not occur according to the proposed
process .
10 .

Increased Epinephrine Se cretion and Increased
Thyroid Secretion .
Lawrence and Buckley (192?), studying the inhi -

bition of insulin by induced toxaemias in rabbits,
examined the thyroi ds and adrenals of the toxaemic
animals histologically.

As for the adrenal r land, the

histological chanees varied accordinr to the virulence,
dose, and nature of the infective organisms or toxaemic
agent .

With small doses there was a stimulation to over-

activity and secretion, but with larger doses this was
followed by a rapid exhaustion of the tissues.

The thy-

roid g la nd shows a state of hyperaenia and disappearance
of colloid resultinc from infection .

Over-activity of

the g l and is the result.
Thus, there is evidence that bacterial infec tion does stimulate the thyroid - adrenal apparatus to
incre ased activity and to final exhaust ion .

In this,

then, t here is a ne chanism which would antaronize the
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l

usual effect of insulin and explain its failure to act
in diabetes during infections .

This same ne chanis rn. is

at work in the noTI~l individual, but it does not pro duce such an effect as seen in the diabetic .
It is not known whether the thyroid acts
directly or through the n ediation of the adrenals for
both hormones, adrenalin and thyroxine , are in direct
antaconism to the action of insulin .
Lawrence and UcCance (1931) reported a case of
diabetes complicated by inf e ction which started as a
c eneralized staphylococcic a bscess formation that ended
fa,tally in a septicaemia .

As the patient ' s temperature

rose, her demand for insulin rose accordingly , but in
the few weeks before death (the process last i ng 6 . 5 weeks
altogether) as the temperature declined the insulin
requirement fell decidedly below her normal denand .
Af ter excluding all other factors that miEht account f or
this reduction, the observers were forced to conclude
that it was due to the pat ients failure to react to the
infection .

If this failure to react is due to the

exhaustion of the thyroid - adrenal apparatus the conse quent fall in insulin requirement is explainable .
Evans and Zeckwer (1927) observed that in
rabbits, when one adrenal g land is removed and the other
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denervated, that there is no hy oe r g lycaemic reQction
followin c an induced toxaeI11ia..

They also found that

in similar experiments on re,bbi ts having undergone
thyroidectomy, tha t there was no sienificant departure
from nor. 1al .

There was a suggestion that thyroidect omy

did reduce the hyo ere lycoemic action and that thyroid
extract incre ased it.
No definite mechanism can be found that g overns
the neces s ity for add itiona l

insulin durinr

inf e ction .

That no sing le exp l anat ion exists has been cle arly
determined by the exposition of above several theori e s
accountinG for the phenomen on .
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IV.

Treatment of the Diabetic
.Burin£ Infection.

By far the best treatment for the diabetic as
re ra rds infections is prophyllactic .

Anything that wi ll

make the diabetes worse must be scrupulously guard ed
against.

The general health of the patient and the avoi -

dance of activities or exp osures that compr omises the
diabetics power of resistance are of pc:ramoun t importance.
In the elderly diabetics, there must be a constant attent ion paid to the hyf;iene of the extremities and especially
so of the feet.

It should be a self-imposed duty of the

physician to instruct his ·pa tients as to the dangers of
infections of the feet, and he should in all cases either
personally show the pa tient or furnish him with information re garding the c are of the feet.
No matter how c a reful the patient nay be, inf ec tion c a nnot forever be avoided .

In cases of loc aliz ed

infections, the area must be kept thoroug hly cleaned.
Tiarly drainac e and Lleasures effecting healing as ear ly as
possible must be immediately instituted.
General infections present a gr eater prob lem
to therapy.

The dall[, er of an e nsuing a cidosis due to the

fever with its resultinc increase in metabolism must be
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realized .

It is rarely possible, and not at all advis -

able, to keep the patient ' s sugar free whether the
infection is ge neral or local .
If the patient is doing well, it is best to
le ave his diet alone .

It is far safer to undernourish

than overnourish, and t hereby speed up the metabolism .
Proteins should not be give n in amounts grea ter than
1 gram per kiloGram of body weight .

If more protein and

tat are needed, the body will furnish them .

Increase in

carbohydrates is of value .
Insulin should not be increased merely to ob tain a sugar free urine or to reduce the blood sucar to
preinfection lev e ls.

In the first p lace, nothin~ short

of heroic doses may be necessary to bring this about .
In the se cond place, there is a l ways the dancer of a
sudden remission of the disease o ccurring a t a time when
the body is loaded wi th insulin .

The resulting hypogly -

caemic shock would be worse than the infection .
is lost by a moderate g lycosuria .

no thing
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V.

Proe,nos is •

The diabetic dies from comp lications and not
from the disease.

In case of infection, the proenos is

is based on whether the disease is loc al or general ,
the a g e of the patient, the control of the diabetes,
and the degree of the tox aemia .

In pre-insulin days

infection was one of the nost important cau ses in preci pitating an acidosis continuing into coma and end ing in
death .

The carbuncle is an excellent examp l e .

Before

insulin therapy, a patient with a carbuncle had an even
chance to li ve or die .

In other words every other

patient was expected to die of this local infection.
Jith the advent of insulin, an entirely new outlook to
the situation evolved.

Now only one pat ient in ten with

a carbuncle is expected to pe~ish .
The diabetic patient with tuberculosis, e ven
thouch showing cavitation , has nearly the same chance as
the non-diabetic whether old or young.
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VI .
1.

Summar~ and Conclusions.

That an acute infection may precipitate a latent
diabetes is ge nerally recog ni zed by invest i gators .
Likewise, it appears hi g hly probable that an
acute infection may per se cause the diabetic
syndrome to appear .

2.

Susceptibility to infection is determined more
by the g eneral physical condition of the diabetic
than by any other factor.

Susceptibility is

governed by the natural immune defenses of the
body, and the altered blood chemistry of the
diabetic plays no app reciable part .
3.

The causes for increased insulin re q uireme nt
durinp- a.n infection are r.ianifold.

lfo one mechan-

ism can be found existing to the exclu~ion of
the others .
4.

Treatment is best if prophylla,ctic .

Dietary

should be g overned by observing the condition
of the patient .

Insulin should not be expect ed

to be us ed in such quantities as necessary to
restore the normal b lood sugar and tc renQer the
urine sugar free since the danger of precipitat ing a hypog lycaemic shock is too g reat .
5.

Prognosis for recovery of the diabetic from in-

...
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fection since insulin has increased g re a tly .
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